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Abstract In this paper, we will review the anatomical
components of the visuomotor cerebellum in human and,
where possible, in non-human primates and discuss their
function in relation to those of extracerebellar visuomotor
regions with which they are connected. The floccular lobe, the
dorsal paraflocculus, the oculomotor vermis, the uvula–
nodulus, and the ansiform lobule are more or less independent
components of the visuomotor cerebellum that are involved in
different corticocerebellar and/or brain stem olivocerebellar
loops. The floccular lobe and the oculomotor vermis share
different mossy fiber inputs from the brain stem; the dorsal
paraflocculus and the ansiform lobule receive corticopontine
mossy fibers from postrolandic visual areas and the frontal eye
fields, respectively. Of the visuomotor functions of the
cerebellum, the vestibulo-ocular reflex is controlled by the
floccular lobe; saccadic eye movements are controlled by
the oculomotor vermis and ansiform lobule, while control of
smooth pursuit involves all these cerebellar visuomotor
regions. Functional imaging studies in humans further
emphasize cerebellar involvement in visual reflexive eye
movements and are discussed.
Keywords Flocculus.Uvula/Nodulus.
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Introduction
In this paper, we will review the anatomical components of
the visuomotor cerebellum in human and non-human
primates and discuss their function in relation to those of
extracerebellar visuomotor regions with which they are
connected. Visuomotor functions of the cerebellum include
control of the vestibulo-ocular and optokinetic reflexive eye
movements (VOR and OKR), saccades, and smooth pursuit
(SP). The cerebellar lobules with oculomotor functions that
have been found in experimental anatomical and physio-
logical studies in monkeys include the “oculomotor vermis”
(lobules VI and VII), the adjacent Crus I and Crus II of the
ansiform lobule, the hemisphere of the simplex lobule
(HVI), the dorsal paraflocculus, the ventral paraflocculus
and flocculus (together known as “floccular lobe” or
“floccular complex”), and the uvula and nodulus (Fig. 1).
Regions of the cerebellar nuclei with oculomotor func-
tions are the caudal dentate nucleus, lateral posterior
interposed nucleus, and caudal pole of the fastigial
nucleus. While many of the cerebellar cortical structures
involved in eye movement control in monkeys can be
confirmed in humans with the use of modern functional
imaging, those in the cerebellar nuclei in most cases still
await verification at a detailed level. The homology and
corresponding nomenclature of the visuomotor lobules in
the human and non-human primate cerebellum are
illustrated in Fig. 1.
Topography of the Floccular Lobe and the Paraflocculus
In the monkey cerebellum, the paraflocculus and flocculus
are the caudal segments of the folial chain of the
hemisphere that are involved in controlling the VOR and
OKR. The paraflocculus forms a laterally directed loop. Its
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embedded in a fossa of the petrosal bone. The cortices of
the petrosal lobule and ventral paraflocculus are connected
by a narrow cortical bridge, which forms their main
functional border (Fig. 2a). In the dorsal paraflocculus and
the petrosal lobule, the cortex is formed by three Purkinje
cell zones (D1,D 2, and C2), which are characterized by
their projection to a particular cerebellar nucleus and by
their input from the climbing afferents that are derived
from a specific subdivision of the inferior olive (Fig. 2b).
D1 and D2 project to the caudal and rostral parts of the
dentate nucleus, respectively; C2 projects to the posterior
interposed nucleus. The C2 zone is present in the entire
cerebellum and continues from the distal part of the petrosal
lobule via the ventral paraflocculus into the flocculus. In
the floccular lobe, the two D zones are replaced by three
[1], in lower mammals four [2], floccular zones with
projections to the vestibular nuclei and a small ventral part
of the dentate nucleus. The zonal arrangement of the
corresponding lobules of the human cerebellum has not
been studied. The homologies of the human tonsil with the
monkey dorsal paraflocculus and of the human accessory
paraflocculus with the monkey ventral paraflocculus are
supported by comparative anatomical studies in the great
apes (Voogd, unpublished observations). The human tonsil
differs mainly from the monkey dorsal paraflocculus in that
the width of its folia is enlarged and that its loop is directed
medially (Fig. 2c).
Pathways Underlying VOR and OKR: Connections
with the Floccular Lobe
The floccular lobeispartofa loop that issuperimposed onthe
basic pathways mediating the VOR and probably also the
OKR, and in addition, it probably also serves as an output
control system for SP. The three-neuron reflex path of the
VOR consists of the ganglion cells of the vestibular ganglion,
the inhibitory and excitatory oculomotor relay cells in the
medial and superior vestibular nucleus and group Y, and the
motor neurons of the oculomotor nuclei (Fig. 3). The three
pairs of external eye muscles rotate the eyeball in three
perpendicular planes that are approximately parallel to the
planes of the three semicircular canals [3]. The pathway for
the OKR includes the nucleus of the optic tract (NOT),
which receives a retinal input from the contralateral eye.
Interestingly, the NOT in primates is also innervated by
afferents from striate and extrastriate cortical areas such as
the middle temporal (MT) and the middle superior temporal
(MST) motion-sensitive areas [4]. A projection of the NOT
to the vestibular nuclei has been substantiated in monkeys [5,
6], but not in the rabbit [7], The nucleus prepositus
hypoglossi, which receives afferents from the NOT, is a link
in an alternative NOT vestibular pathway.
The floccular lobe receives mossy fibers mainly from
sources carrying vestibular, visual, and eye movement
information. The flocculus projects to the oculomotor relay
cells of the vestibular nuclei [8, 9]. The projections of the
individual floccular zones have been established in rabbits
[10]. These projections, presumably, are very similar in
monkeys, but for the absence of the F4 zone. Purkinje cells
of the floccular zones F1 and F3 project to the oculomotor
relay cells in the superior vestibular nucleus and group Y
Fig. 2 Diagrams of the ventral
surface of the macaque (a) and
the caudal aspect of the human
cerebellum (c) showing the di-
rection of the folial chain of the
paraflocculus and the flocculus
and their human homologs as a
red line. The zonal composition
of these lobules in the monkey
cerebellum is shown in b.
Abbreviations: ANT anterior
lobe, VPFL ventral parafloccu-
lus, FLOC flocculus, PETR pe-
trosal lobule, DPFL dorsal
paraflocculus, PMD paramedian
lobule, 1–3 floccular zones
F1–F3
Fig. 1 Diagram of the comparative anatomical (left panel) and the
classical nomenclature (right panel) of the cerebellum, illustrated in
flattened maps of the cerebellar cortex of the monkey (left) and the
human cerebellum (right). For the human cerebellum, we will use a
modified Schmahmann nomenclature [180], using Larsell’sr o m a n
numbers for the lobules of the vermis, the same numbers with the
prefix H for the lobules of the hemisphere, Crus I and II for the superior
and inferior semilunar lobules (HVIIA), retaining the classical names for
the tonsil and the flocculus. Homologous lobules in monkey and
human, involved in oculomotor control are indicated in the same
colors. Subdivisions of the cerebellar nuclei involved in oculomotor
functions are shown in orange. Abbreviations: d dorsal, l lobule, nu
nucleus, v ventral
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colinear with the axis of the ipsilateral anterior semicircular
canal [11, 12], while those in floccular zones F2 and F4 (in
monkeys, F2 only) project to oculomotor relay cells in the
medial vestibular nucleus that moves the eyes about a
vertical axis. The Purkinje cells in the floccular C2 zone
project to the posterior interposed nucleus and presumably
control head movements [13]. In the rabbit flocculus, one
can also identify Purkinje cells in the F1 zone that project to
a small part of the ventral dentate [10]. Although not
illustrated in Fig. 3, these floccular zones also project to
inhibitory oculomotor relay cells that connect with the
antagonistic muscles [8].
Climbing Fiber Projections to the Floccular Lobe
Each of the floccular zones receives climbing fibers from a
particular subdivision of the contralateral inferior olive
(Fig. 3). Neurons of the nuclei of the accessory optic system
and the NOT in the mesencephalon receive information on
global movements of the visual surround from large-field
ganglion cells in the contralateral retina via the optic tract.
These movements generate retinal slip signals, which can
serve as an error signal in long-term adaptation of the VOR
and OKR. The 3-D organization of the climbing fiber input
to the flocculus has been mainly studied in rabbits [14]. The
retinal ganglion cells that signal slip about the vertical axis
excite neurons of the NOT and the dorsal nucleus of the
accessory system. These nuclei project to the caudal dorsal
cap (DC) of the ipsilateral inferior olive, which in turn
provides the climbing fibers to floccular zones F2 and F4 on
the contralateral side [15, 16]. In contrast, the climbing fiber
signals in the flocculus that modulate optimally about a
horizontal axis that is close to perpendicular to the ipsilateral
anterior semicircular canal are transmitted bilaterally by the
medial and lateral nuclei of the accessory optic system and
contralaterally by the visual tegmental relay zone. These
nuclei project to the rostral dorsal cap and ventrolateral
outgrowth (VLO) of the inferior olive, which in turn provide
climbing fibers to the contralateral floccular zones F1 and F3
(Fig. 3). While the organization of the accessory optic
system and the projections of its subnuclei to the inferior
olive in primates has been found to be very similar to those
in lower mammals [17], only the projection of the caudal
dorsal cap to the F2 zone has been substantiated in monkeys
[1, 18].
Mossy Fiber Input to the Floccular Lobe
Apart from its vestibular mossy fiber afferents that are
mainly derived from the medial and superior vestibular
nuclei [18], the floccular lobe receives various mossy fiber
Fig. 3 The reflex pathway of the VOR and the OKR and their
connections with the floccular lobe. Pathways for eye movements
around a vertical axis are indicated in blue, for movements around an
oblique horizontal axis at 45° azimuth in red. Mossy fiber pathways
are shown in green. Question marks indicate disputed projection of the
nucleus of the optic tract to the vestibular nuclei and the nucleus
reticularis tegmenti pontis. Abbreviations: ant/hor c anterior/horizon-
tal canal, DC dorsal cap, FRONT frontal plane, HOR horizontal plane,
inf/sup o inferior/superior oblique muscle, med/lat/sup/inf r medial/
lateral/superior/inferior rectus muscle, MST medial superior temporal
area, MT middle temporal area, NPT nuclei of the paramedian tracts,
NRTP nucleus reticularis tegmenti pontis, Prep hyp nucleus prepositus
hypoglossi, VLO ventrolateral outgrowth
394 Cerebellum (2012) 11:392–410inputs that carry visual or eye movement signals (Figs. 3
and 8). These signals are mediated via the nucleus
prepositus hypoglossi [19], the nuclei of the paramedian
tract [20], and the nucleus reticularis tegmentis pontis
(NRTP) [18], which forms a relay in crossed tectocerebellar
and corticocerebellar pathways involving the frontal eye
fields (Figs. 5 and 7). A projection from the NOT to the
NRTP is still controversial. It was documented in monkeys
with the use of anterograde tracing [5, 6], but not confirmed
with the use of retrograde tracing [5, 6, 21]. Moreover, this
projection has not been found in rabbits or rats, neither with
anterograde nor with retrograde tracing [7, 22, 23].
Contrary to what is described by Langer et al. [18], a
substantial projection of the dorsolateral pontine nuclei to
the floccular lobe appears to be absent. The dorsolateral
pontine nuclei mainly target the dorsal paraflocculus, with
weaker terminations in the ventral paraflocculus, uvula,
paramedian lobule, and Crus II and a minor projection to
lobule VII (Fig. 4). Moreover, retrograde labeling from the
floccular lobe was limited to the NRTP [24, 25].
Lesions of the NRTP reduce the gain of the OKR in both
rats and rabbits [26, 27], which supports the possibility that
optokinetic signals are mediated by this nucleus. Yet, as
indicated above, it remains to be demonstrated whether
these signals originate in the NOT or not. It is possible that
such signals are relayed to the cerebellum via the nucleus
prepositus hypoglossi because this nucleus does receive a
direct input from the nucleus of the optic tract and it
projects directly to the floccular lobe.
The medial and lateral nuclei of the accessory optic
system and the visual tegmental relay zone mediate retinal
slip signals to the nuclei of the paramedian tract. Thus, the
optokinetic signals mediated by the nucleus prepositus
hypoglossi and NRTP as well as by the nucleus of the
paramedian tract to the floccular complex may very well be
involved in adaptation of the VOR and/or OKR [28–30].
The nucleus prepositus hypoglossi and nuclei of the
paramedian tract are probably particularly involved in
horizontal and vertical gaze control, respectively.
The VOR in monkeys is a highly modifiable reflex [31].
When head turns are consistently associated with image
motion across the retina, the VOR undergoes changes in gain
and/or phase shifts that are in the correct direction to improve
the compensatory nature of the eye movements [32–34].
Electrophysiological recordings from neurons in the floccular
lobe and vestibular nuclei indicate that both regions are
highly plastic and have multiple potential mechanisms that
may underlie adaptation of the VOR [32, 33, 35–39].
Although controversial, changes of simple spike activities of
Purkinje cells in the floccular lobe during this adaptation may
represent themselves as a change not only in head velocity
sensitivity but also in eye velocity sensitivity [40, 41].
Pathways Underlying Saccadic Eye Movements
The oculomotor vermis (lobule VII and adjacent lobule VI)
are concerned with the control and adaptation of saccades
and SP [42]. They project to the brain stem saccade-
generating system through the caudal pole of the fastigial
nucleus (Fig. 5). Efferent fibers of the caudal fastigial
nucleus cross within the cerebellar commissure and
terminate in the vestibular nuclei and in several components
of the saccade-generating system such as the excitatory and
inhibitory burst neurons (EBNs and IBNs) in the pontine
paramedian reticular formation, the prepositus hypoglossi
nucleus, the interstitial nucleus, and the rostral interstitial
nucleus of the medial longitudinal fascicle [43]. In addition,
the caudal pole of the fastigial nucleus projects contral-
aterally to the NRTP and the dorsolateral and dorsomedial
pontine nuclei and bilaterally to the rostral pole of the
superior colliculus. This region of the superior colliculus is
involved in control of SP [44]. Thalamocortical projections
of the fastigial nucleus have not been studied in monkeys.
The superior colliculus is involved in the generation of
saccades and associated head movements. The primate
superior colliculus is connected with the brain stem through
the predorsal fascicle that decussates in the mesencephalon
[45]. Its targets among the nuclei of the saccade-generating
Fig. 4 Sagittal sections through the cerebellar vermis, the floccular
lobe, and the dorsal paraflocculus of a macaque monkey showing
the distribution of the antegrade axonal tracer WGA-HRP injected
in the dorsolateral pontine nuclei [24]. Asterisk indicated position of
the posterolateral fissure. Abbreviations: !-X lobules I–Xo ft h e
vermis, DPFL dorsal paraflocculus, FLOC flocculus, VPFL ventral
paraflocculus
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nucleus. In addition, it provides via a contralateral collateral
system the predorsal fascicle an input to the thalamus
and from there to the frontal eye field (FEF). The FEF and
supplementary eye fields (SEF) in the frontal lobe, in turn,
provide a major afferent input to the saccade-generating
system in the brain stem (Fig. 5). Moreover, just like the
NOT, the superior colliculus also projects to the cerebellum
via both the climbing and mossy fiber system.
The climbing fiber route from the superior colliculus is
mediated by subnucleus B (in rodents C) of the caudal
medial accessory olive (Fig. 5), which directly innervates
the oculomotor vermis [46] and, in nonprimates at least, the
caudal pole of the fastigial nucleus [47]. In rodents, the
oculomotor vermis receives an additional projection from
the group beta [48]. The rodent tecto-olivocerebellar
climbing fiber path from subnucleus C, in addition,
includes a projection to the A1 zone [49]. This zone
appears to be absent in carnivores and primates. Mossy
fiber projections from the superior colliculus to the
oculomotor vermis are mediated by the NRTP, the
dorsomedial and dorsolateral pontine nuclei, the prepontine
reticular formation, and the prepositus hypoglossi nucleus
[46]. The crossed projection of the superior colliculus to the
NRTP terminates in its medial part, which also receives
input from the caudal oculomotor region of the fastigial
nucleus, the FEF, and other visuomotor afferents [21]
(Figs. 5 and 7). The oculomotor vermis may share some
of the projections from the FEF that are relayed through the
dorsomedial pontine nuclei to the ansiform lobule. The
mossy fibers of the dorsolateral pontine nuclei mainly target
the dorsal paraflocculus [25]. A projection from postrolan-
Fig. 5 The cerebellum and the brain stem saccade-generating system.
The saccade-generating system is shown in the center of the figure. It
is composed of EBNs and IBNs, located in the pontine paramedian
reticular formation. These EBNs and IBNs project to the abducens
nucleus (Fig. 4). IBNs and EBNs for vertical and rotatory nucleus eye
movements are located in the rostral interstitial nucleus of the medial
longitudinal fascicle (riMLF) and in Cajal’s interstitial nucleus in the
mesencephalon. Gaze holding is achieved by integration of the
velocity signal issued by the EBNs by neurons of the prepositus
hypoglossi and interstitial nucleus. Mossy fiber connections (green),
cerebellar nuclear efferents and afferent climbing fiber connections
(red), projections from the superior colliculus (blue), and the visual
cortical areas (gray) are shown. Abbreviations: ANS ansiform lobule,
EBN excitatory burst neurons, FEF frontal eye field, IBN inhibitory
burst neurons, IC interstitial nucleus of Cajal, MT middle temporal
area, PEF parietal, eye field (lateral intraparietal area LIP), PPRF
pontine paramedian reticular formation, MAO-C subnucleus C of the
caudal medial accessory olive, Prep.hyp. prepositus hypoglossi
nucleus, RI nucleus raphes interpositus, riMLF rostral interstitial
nucleus of the medial longitudinal fascicle, SEF supplementary eye
field
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unlikely. As described above, the projection of the NRTP
is not only restricted to the oculomotor vermis but also
includes the floccular lobe and may extend into other parts
of the cerebellum [50, 51]. In cats and rats, it also supplies a
collateral projection to the caudal pole of the fastigial
nucleus, the ventrocaudal dentate, and the lateral posterior
interposed nucleus [52–54] (Fig. 7).
The mossy fiber projection from the prepositus hypo-
glossi is one of the few mossy fiber systems for which the
distribution in primates is completely known [19]. Apart
from the oculomotor vermis, it includes the ansiform lobule
and the floccular lobe, as well as the uvula (IX) and
nodulus (lobule X). Its distribution, therefore, covers a very
large part of oculomotor cerebellum. Principal neurons of
this nucleus collateralize extensively in the brain stem;
small neurons project to the inferior olive and multi-
dendritic cells to the flocculus. Yet the types of cells that
give rise to other cerebellar projections remain to be
determined [19, 55–57].
Just like compensatory eye movements, saccades form
an excellent behavior tot test cerebellar motor learning
because one can gradually modify the amplitude of a
saccade if the target moves consistently while a saccade is
being made [58, 59]. The cerebellum presumably exerts its
main control on saccadic adaptation via the Purkinje cells in
the oculomotor vermis that project to the caudal fastigial
nucleus. As explained above, the neurons in this part of the
fastigial nucleus innervate the EBNs and IBNs in the
contralateral brain stem, which in turn drive abducens
motoneurons to produce saccades [60]. Interestingly,
changes in simple spike activities of many, but not all,
Purkinje cells in the oculomotor vermis can be correlated to
the level of adaptation of the saccadic eye movements in
primates [59, 61]. These data are compatible with physio-
logical studies in monkeys, which showed that when the
saccadic control areas, lobules VI and VII, are lesioned
[62–64] or microstimulated during saccadic displacement
[65] they consistently make dysmetric saccades
When the caudal fastigial nucleus is disabled, saccade
gains are more variable, contraversive saccades are too
small and ipsiversive saccades too large. This suggests that
each saccade is missing a contraversive component, driving
the eyes to the contraversive site. Caudal fastigial neutrons
discharge a burst of action potentials for every saccade,
whatever its direction or size. The pattern of burst timing
suggests that bursts, associated with the beginning of
contraversive saccades, help to accelerate them whereas
bursts at the end of ipsiversive saccades decelerate them,
preventing overshooting [42]. Lesions of the oculomotor
vermis abolish the ability to adapt saccades [66]. Caudal
fastigial neurons have been shown to increase their bursts
and/or to exhibit them earlier during adaptative reduction in
size of ipsiversive saccades or adaptive increase of contra-
versive saccades [67]. Adaptation is presumably mainly
effected by appropriate changes in the firing of the
contralateral IBNs that project to the oculomotor nuclei
[68].
Apart from the oculomotor vermis and the caudal
fastigial nucleus, saccade-related neurons are present in
the ventrolateral posterior interposed nucleus and the
ventrocaudal dentate, nuclei which are the target nuclei of
the dorsal paraflocculus and the ansiform lobule. Bilateral
inactivation of the posterior interposed nucleus deprives all
saccades of a downward component and reduces upward
acceleration and downward deceleration [69]. The respon-
sible pathway for these effects, probably, is the projection
of the posterior interposed nucleus to the superior colliculus.
Thus, the nervous system probably modulates the amplitude
of the ocular saccade by tuning the inhibitory action exerted
by the vermal Purkinje cells on the fastigial nuclei and
possiblyalsobyextravermal Purkinjecells,which target other
cerebellar nuclei.
Pathways Underlying Smooth Pursuit Eye Movements
As indicated above, SP control systems partly share those
for compensatory eye movements and saccadic eye move-
ments. However, in all cases, they critically depend on a
neocortical network, with the MT, the MST, and the FEF as
its main hubs (Figs. 6 and 7). Included in this network are
the SEF and the parietal eye field (PEF), also known as the
lateral intraparietal (LIP) area. Visual signals flow from the
primary visual cortex to MT, where the firing of neurons
encodes image motion in a retinal coordinate system. MST
neurons encode both retinal and extraretinal events and
convert the signals into a spatial coordinate system. Gain
control of SP takes place in a separate subdivision of the
FEF, the frontal pursuit area. It should be noted that the
same neocortical network is also involved in the generation
and control of saccades and that a corresponding frontal
saccade area is present in the FEF [70]. The final paths for
SP presumably pass through the cerebellum as ablation of
the cerebellum seriously impairs SP [42]. Regions involved
Fig. 6 Diagram of the cortical network involved in smooth pursuit.
Abbreviations: FEF frontal eye field, MST medial superior temporal
area, MT middle temporal area, PEF parietal eye field (lateral
intraparietal area), SEF supplementary eye field, V1, V2 primary and
secondary visual areas
Cerebellum (2012) 11:392–410 397are the floccular lobe, the oculomotor vermis and the
adjacent ansiform lobule, the dorsal paraflocculus, and the
uvula.
Inputs from postrolandic visual areas (PEF, MT, MST,
V1, and V2) descend in the cerebral peduncle and project to
the dorsolateral pontine nuclei [24, 25, 71–76]. In addition,
the dorsolateral pontine nuclei receive afferents from the
ipsilateral superior colliculus [77] and the NOT [5–7, 23].
The dorsolateral pontine nuclei give rise to a mossy fiber
projection that terminates, mainly contralaterally, in the
dorsal paraflocculus and uvula [24, 25] (Fig. 7).
The SEF projects exclusively to the medial pontine nuclei,
while the FEF provides an additional projection to the dorsal
and dorsolateral pontine nuclei [78–82]. The FEF-receiving
pontine nuclei project to the ansiform lobule, a connection
t h a th a sb e e nv e r i f i e dw i t hc o m b i n e dr e t r o g r a d ea n d
antegrade axonal transport [83]. The pontine projections of
the FEF and the postrolandic visual areas do not overlap.
Access of the FEF and SEF to the floccular lobe and the
oculomotor vermis is provided by their bilateral projections
to the NRTP. The mossy fiber connections of this nucleus to
the ansiform lobule, which are rather extensive in cat [51],
are scarce in monkeys [50]. With respect to the projections of
the frontal SP and saccade areas, there are no obvious
differences in their pontine and reticular tegmental mossy
fiber projections. A relatively direct access to the floccular
lobe, oculomotor vermis, and ansiform lobule is therefore
limited to the FEF and SEF. A more indirect route from the
cerebral cortex to the cerebellum may be available from the
postrolandic visual areas through their pathway to the NRTP
or the nucleus prepositus hypoglossi via the NOT. However,
the pathway from the NOT through the NRTP is still
controversial (Fig. 6).
SP eye-movement-related activity can be recorded from
the rostral NRTP [84]. Saccades appear to be controlled by
its caudal portion [85]. Chemical lesions of the NRTP cause
deficits both in the initiation and maintenance of SP. These
deficits recover within a couple of days [86]. Neurons in the
dorsolateral pontine nuclei are responsive to both discrete
and large-field visual motion. Their properties are very
similar to the neurons in MTand MST, areas that provide the
input to the dorsolateral pons. Bilateral focal lesions of
the dorsolateral pontine nuclei cause short-lasting deficits
in the initiation of SP and in steady-state tracking [87–
89]. The visuomotor properties of the NRTP and the
dorsolateral pons differ because the former contributes
both to the initiation and maintenance of SP, whereas the
latter plays a larger role in maintaining steady-state SP eye
velocity. Moreover, gaze velocity neurons in the NRTP
were modulated during head movement [90, 91]. In
accordance with these observations, lesions of the petrosal
lobule of the dorsal paraflocculus, the main target of the
dorsolateral pons, caused long-lasting decrease of post-
saccadic SP [92]. No data are available on the properties
of the dorsomedial pontine neurons that receive input from
the FEF. Lesions of their target, the ansiform lobule, cause
a delay in the onset of SP movements and a decrease in
postsaccadic SP pursuit velocity. Similar tendencies have
Fig. 7 Cerebellar connections
involved in smooth pursuit.
Mossy fiber projections from the
frontal eye fields are shown in
red and from the postrolandic
visual areas in green. Cerebello-
cortical-olivary climbing fiber
loops of the C2 zone and the
posterior interposed nucleus are
shown in blue, the D1 zone and
the caudal dentate nucleus loop
in orange; its hatched segments
have not yet been verified in
primates. Abbreviations: Ai an-
terior interposed nucleus, C2, C2
Purkinje cell zone, D1, D1
Purkinje cell zone, F fastigial
nucleus, FEF frontal eye field,
MST medial superior temporal
area, MT middle temporal area,
NRTP nucleus reticularis teg-
menti pontis, PEF parietal eye
field (lateral intraparietal area),
PI posterior interposed nucleus,
SEF supplementary eye field,
V1, V2 visual areas 1 and 2
398 Cerebellum (2012) 11:392–410been observed in the onsets and amplitudes of saccades
[93]. Visuomotor activity of Purkinje cells has been reported
in the dorsal paraflocculus [94]a n dt h ea n s i f o r ml o b u l e[ 95].
Neurons of the lateral pole of the posterior interposed
nucleus and the ventral dentate, target nuclei of both of
these lobules, discharge during saccades. For the posterior
interposed nucleus, these bursts occur during upward or
downward saccades. Bilateral inactivation of this nucleus
deprives all saccades from a downward component [42].
As indicated in the above primates, the NOT is not only
innervated by the retinal direction-sensitive ganglion cells
[96] that are required for generation of the optokinetic
signals but also by afferents from postrolandic visual areas
such as the medial superior temporal cortex, which
probably contribute to motion perception and SP [4, 97]
(Fig. 3). Therefore, it is parsimonious to expect that the
mossy fiber inputs of these latter visual and eye movement
sources somehow also interact downstream with the
climbing fiber activity in the cerebellum during SP
learning. Medina and Lisberger [98] indeed recently
showed in the floccular lobe of monkeys that the presence
of climbing fiber activities on single learning trials can be
linked to a depression of simple spike responses in the same
Purkinje cells on the subsequent trial, at a time when SP
learning is expressed. Thus, since the simple spike
responses of Purkinje cells are to a large extent determined
by their input from the mossy fiber–parallel fiber pathway,
while their climbing fiber activities are determined by
activities in the inferior olive, we can conclude that
activities of the visual mossy fiber inputs to the primate
floccular lobe ultimately integrate with those of its visual
climbing fiber inputs during SP learning.
Cerebro-cerebellar Climbing Fiber Loops Putatively
Involved in Eye Movements
Climbing fiber paths from cerebral cortical areas to the
cerebellum that may be involved in eye movement
coordination have only been considered relatively infre-
quently. They are part of two parallel recurrent loops
(Fig. 7). One of these loops contains the lateral visual
portion of the posterior interposed cerebellar nucleus [99],
the target nucleus of the C2 Purkinje cell zone. This zone
extends over the entire cerebellum, from the anterior lobe
into the flocculus. Its segments located in the ansiform
lobule, the dorsal paraflocculus, and the floccular lobe
project to the lateral portion of the posterior interposed
nucleus. This region of the nucleus is connected at the
mesencephalo-diencephalic border with the contralateral
Darkschewitsch nucleus [100, 101], with the near-response
region located dorsal to the oculomotor nuclei, which is
required for vergence eye movements [102], and via the
thalamus with the PEF [103] (ventral area LIP), which is
located in the inferior bank of the intraparietal sulcus.
Inferior parietal area 7, presumably including PEF cells,
projects to Darkschewitsch nucleus [104]. This nucleus
innervates the rostral medial accessory olive through the
medial tegmental tract [105]. The rostral pole of this
nucleus provides the ansiform, dorsal parafloccular, and
floccular segments of the C2 zone with their climbing fibers
and the interposed cerebellar nucleus with a collateral
innervation. Interestingly, electrical stimulation of the C2
zone in the flocculus elicits short-latency head movements
[13], which suggests that control of compensatory eye and
head movements can in principle be integrated in the
floccular lobe.
The caudal dentate, which forms the core element of the
other recurrent loop, is the target nucleus of the D1 zone of
the dorsal paraflocculus [25]. The presence of this zone in
more rostral lobules of the monkey cerebellum appears
likely [106–108]. The caudal dentate projects to the
dorsomedial subnucleus of the parvocellular red nucleus
and as a thalamocortical pathway to the FEF and PEF [70,
85, 103]. The FEF and SEF in turn project to the
dorsomedial parvocellular red nucleus [78–81, 109, 110].
A projection from PEF in the inferior bank of the
intraparietal sulcus to the red nucleus appears to be absent
[111], while a FEF projection to Darkschewitsch nucleus is
still disputed (Fig. 7). The dorsomedial subnucleus of the
parvocellular red nucleus innervates the ventral lamina of
the principal olive [112]. This subnucleus projects to the D1
zone and the caudal dentate nucleus [48, 113]. In the dorsal
paraflocculus, therefore, mossy–parallel fiber systems from
postrolandic areas may interact with D1 climbing fibers
from the frontal visual areas and C2 climbing fibers from
the PEF. In the ansiform lobule, the floccular lobe and the
oculomotor vermis climbing fibers may interact with
mossy–parallel fiber systems from the FEF. In the ansiform
lobule, these interactions concern climbing fibers from the
C2 and D1 zones; in the floccular lobe, they concern
climbing fibers from the C2 zone derived from the rostral
medial accessory olive, and in the oculomotor vermis, the
tecto-olivary climbing fibers are derived from the caudal
medial accessory olive.
Nodulus and Uvula
The anatomy and oculomotor physiology of the nodulus
and the uvula have recently been reviewed in detail by
Barmack [114, 115]. The nodulus and the uvula are
separated by the posterolateral fissure. The main functional
border, however, is located between dorsal and ventral parts
of the uvula. Whereas the main input to the dorsal uvula
stems from the pontine nuclei, the nodulus and the ventral
Cerebellum (2012) 11:392–410 399uvula are dominated by inputs from the vestibulocerebellar
mossy fiber afferents. In rabbits, primary vestibulocerebel-
lar mossy fibers from the vestibular nerve terminate
ipsilaterally in the nodulus and ventral uvula and more
sparsely in the bottom of the large fissures. They are absent
in the flocculus [116]. Semicircular canal input prefers the
nodulus; afferents from the sacculus preferentially terminate
in the ventral uvula; a preference of utricular afferents has
been reported for either of the two lobules [117–121].
Secondary vestibulocerebellar mossy fibers, which also
innervate the flocculus, terminate bilaterally in the same
parts of the nodulus and uvula (Fig. 8 [122]). They take
their origin from the caudal medial vestibular nucleus and
the periphery of the superior vestibular nucleus. The former
projection is mostly cholinergic [123]. A partial reciprocity
has been found for the connections between the vestibular
nuclei and the cerebellum.
The mossy fiber–parallel fiber pathway is responsible for
the simple spike modulation of Purkinje cells. In the uvula–
nodulus of the mouse, parallel fiber length approximates the
total width of these lobules (2.7–2.9 mm). Topographic
specificity of preferred simple spike modulation can
therefore probably not be directly attributed to the parallel
fiber input [124], but in principle, it might result from a
dominant impact of the ascending granule cell axons and/or
from heterosynaptic effects of the climbing fiber inputs.
According to Yakusheva and Angelaki [125–127], simple
spike responses of Purkinje cells in the uvula and nodulus
of the monkey constitute a homogeneous population that
encodes inertial motion. Purkinje cells derive an estimate of
head attitude by encoding the temporally integrated earth
horizontal rotational component of the angular velocity
signal of the semicircular canals. This value could then be
subtracted from linear acceleration provided by the otoliths
and used to estimate inertial motion during navigation. The
preferred directions for both otolith-driven and canal-driven
components of the simple spike response are precisely
matched for each Purkinje cell and are clustered close to the
axes of the anterior and posterior semicircular canals
The main mossy fiber projection to the dorsal uvula
takes its origin from the pontine nuclei, in primates from its
dorsolateral subdivision (Fig. 4). Nodulus and uvula receive
minor projections from other sources such as the nucleus
prepositus hypoglossi (Fig. 8).
Climbing fibers terminate in a complicated array of
longitudinal zones in the nodulus and the uvula. In rats,
their projections were established with antegrade labeling
from small injections into the subnuclei of the inferior
olive, using the banding pattern of zebrin-positive and
zebrin-negative Purkinje cells as a template [128] (Fig. 9a).
In the nodulus, climbing fibers relaying optokinetic
information are arranged in three zones. Climbing fibers
innervated by the DC are located in medial and the lateral
zones and those from the VLO occupy an intermediate
position. These zones extend for some distance on the
ventral surface of the uvula. The DC-innervated zones are
separated from the VLO-innervated zone by projections from
therostralgroupbeta.Thegroupbetaandthedorsomedialcell
column (DMCC) relay input from the labyrinth. The borders
of these zones are not visible in the zebrin pattern because all
Purkinje cells in the nodule are zebrin positive. In the uvula,
three narrow bands of zebrin-negative Purkinje cells separate
the wider zebrin-positive bands 1–4. Purkinje cells of zebrin-
positiveband1andthemedialhalfofband2areinnervatedby
climbing fibers of the caudal group beta; the rostral beta
supplies climbing fibers to lateral band 2 and medial
band 3, the DMCC innervates lateral band 3 and band 4.
The narrow, zebrin-negative strips in the uvula receive
climbing fibers from the dorsomedial group and the
caudal medial accessory olive. These nuclei transmit
somatosensory information from the trigeminal nuclei.
For the DC- and VLO-innervated zones, this pattern was
confirmed in a study showing collateralization of climbing
fibers between these zones and similar zones in the flocculus
[129]( F i g .3). Climbing fiber projections of the group beta
and the dorsomedial cell column and the innervations of the
Fig. 8 Mossy fiber projections to the nodulus–uvula and the
flocculus. a Distribution of secondary vestibulocerebellar mossy fibers
in the rabbit. The line in the sagittal section indicates the level of the
transverse section. Redrawn from Thunissen et al. [122]. b Percen-
tages of mossy fiber terminals from different sources in the uvula–
nodulus and the flocculus of the cat. Redrawn from Sato et al. [181]
and Akoagi et al. [182]. Abbreviations: VII–X lobules VII–Xo f
Larsell, PN pontine nuclei, MOT motor nuclei, CE external cuneate
nucleus, NPH nucleus prepositus hypoglossi, RF reticular formation,
NRTP nucleus reticularis tegmenti pontis, VEST vestibular nuclei, V
sensory trigeminal nuclei
400 Cerebellum (2012) 11:392–410zebrin-negative zones were largely confirmed by Sugihara
and Shinoda [48].
Zonal pattern in the distribution of the climbing fibers in
the rabbit earlier has been described earlier for the nodulus
[130] and uvula [131] of the rabbit (Fig. 9c). The two DC-
innervated zones flanking a VLO-innervated zone were also
found in the rabbit nodulus. In the uvula, the mediolateral
positions of the projection from the caudal and rostral group
beta and the DMCC are similar to the rat. Differences
concern the presence of a caudal group beta projection in
the medial nodulus, medial to the DC-innervated zone, the
presence of climbing fibers from the ventral lamina of the
principal olive and the rostral medial accessory olive in the
lateral uvula, and the absence of multiple, narrow bands in
the uvula, innervated by the dorsal group and the caudal
medial accessory olive. These differences may be due to the
use of different species, but the use of retrograde labeling
from injections in the nodulus and the uvula also may have
left narrow zones undetected. For primates, no information
is available on these projections, with the exception of the
presence of the DC-innervated zones in the medial and
lateral nodulus (Voogd, unpublished observations).
The mediolateral position of climbing fibers from the
caudal and rostral group beta was confirmed in a study of
rabbits, recording climbing-fiber-evoked potentials in Pur-
kinje cells in the medial nodulus and uvula on rotations in
the planes of the anterior and posterior canals, stimulation
of the otoliths, and optokinetic stimulation around the
Fig. 9 Climbing fiber and efferent projections of the nodulus and the
uvula. a Climbing fiber zones in the rat are illustrated in the left half of
the lobules and the distribution of zebrin II bands on the right side
[128]. b Diagram of the flattened inferior olive showing the origin of
the climbing fibers innervating the nodulus and the uvula. c Climbing
fiber zones in the nodulus according to Katayama and Nisimaru [130]
and the uvula according to Sato and Barmack [131] in the rabbit. d
Color code for the climbing fiber zones. e Optimal vestibular
stimulation of Purkinje cell climbing fiber responses in the medial +
nodulus (lobule 10) and uvula (9) of the rabbit. Purkinje cells
responding both to static tilt and to stimulation in the plane of the
ipsilateral posterior semicircular canal are illustrated as open red
circles, cells responding to static tilt and rotation in the plane of the
ipsilateral anterior canal as open light red squares, cells only tested for
rotation are shown as filled symbols. Blue diamonds are cells
responding to head–body rotation around a vertical axis. Redrawn
from Barmack and Yakhitsa [132]. f Projections of individual Purkinje
cells in identified zones in the ventral nodulus in the rabbit. Zones
identified by optokinetic stimulation correspond with the climbing
fiber zones identified by Katayama and Nisimaru [130] in the nodulus
(c). Redrawn from Wylie et al. [144]. Abbreviations: DC dorsal cap,
DM dorsomedial group of the ventral lamina of the PO, DMCC
dorsomedial cell column, F fastigial nucleus, HA Purkinje cell zone
responsive to optokinetic stimulation around an oblique horizontal
axis, HOK Purkinje cells responding to optokinetic stimulation around
the vertical axis, Lac anterior semicircular canal, Lpc posterior
semicircular canal, MAO medial accessory olive, PO principal olive,
VLO ventrolateral outgrowth, VA1, 2 Purkinje cell zones responsive to
optokinetic stimulation around the vertical axis, Y group Y
Cerebellum (2012) 11:392–410 401vertical axis [132] (Fig. 9e). Rotation in the plane of the
posterior canal, transmitted by the caudal group beta
produced responses in a medially located band of Purkinje
cells, while rotation in the plane of the anterior canal,
transmitted by the rostral group beta, activated Purkinje
cells in a more lateral band. Many of these Purkinje cells
also carry otolith information transmitted by the same
olivary nuclei. A group of Purkinje cells responding to
horizontal optokinetic stimulation, corresponding to the
medial DC-innervated zone, was located in the medial part
of the nodulus. These data are in accordance with the
anatomical zonal pattern of the medial nodulus and uvula.
Few recordings were made in the medial-most nodulus. The
presence or absence of a medial caudal group beta-
innervated zone therefore cannot be determined.
When the distributions of mossy and climbing fibers are
compared, climbing fibers from DC and VLO may interact
withvestibularmossyfiber–parallelfiberinputtothenodulus.
In the uvula, climbing fibers from the group beta and the
DMCC may interact with vestibular mossy fiber–parallel
fibers in its ventral part and with pontine mossy fibers in its
dorsal portion. Experiments on the collateralization of mossy
and climbing fibers between the flocculus and the uvula–
nodulus in the rat showed that the collateralization of the
climbing fibers remains restricted to the DC- and VLO-
innervated zones. Collateral projections of the mossy fibers is
more widespread and, in the case of the nodulus–uvula,
bilaterally distributed [129]. Barmack and Yakhnitza [132]i n
rabbits and Yakhnitza and Barmack [133]i nm i c ef o u n d
simple spike and complex spike responses in the uvula–
nodulus to be sensitive to static roll tilt; none responded to
horizontal vestibular stimulation. Complex spike response
was modulated in phase with ipsilateral roll tilt, while simple
spike responses were modulated out of phase. As shown in
Fig. 9c, optimal planes of the complex spike responses were
organized in a medial, caudal group beta-innervated zone,
with optimal planes corresponding to the posterior semicir-
cular canal and a rostral group beta-innervated zone, where
optimal planes corresponded to the plane of the anterior
canal. A similar but less precise zonal organization was
found in mice.
The authors concluded that simple spike modulation in
these Purkinje cells did not depend on their vestibular mossy
fiber–parallel fiber input but rather on the zonally organized
climbingfiberinput.ParallelfibersignalstoeachPurkinjecell
are presumably pan-directional. Moreover, simple spike
responses are modulated out of phase with the signals from
the mossy fiber–parallel fibers. If simple spike modulation
was evoked by the mossy fiber–parallel fiber inputs, a sign
reversal would be required. They propose that the modulation
of the simple spikes depends on climbing-fiber-associated
interneuronal inhibition of either granule cells by the Golgi
cells or of Purkinje cells by stellate/basket cells. This
proposition receives strong support from the observation of
Barmack and Yakhnitza [134] that the axonal plexus of most
Golgi cells, like the stellate/basket interneurons, is oriented
parasagittally. Together with the observations of Ekerot and
Jörntell [135] that climbing fibers inhibit topographically
aligned Purkinje cells through the Golgi cells and molecular
layer interneurons, this could explain how the zonal
distribution of complex spike modulations is preserved in
the distribution of the simple spike modulations.
The relationship between complex spike and simple
spike activities during vestibular stimulation was studied
also by Yakusheva et al. in macaque monkeys [136]. They
found the strongest modulations during translation, a
property not tested in earlier studies. Preferred directions
for complex spike modulations clustered around the three
cardinal axes, whereas the preferred directions for the
simple spike modulations clustered around two 45° oblique
horizontal axes. Thus, in contrast to the findings by
Barmack in rabbits, preferred directions for the simple
spike and complex spike activities of individual cells were
rarely aligned. In addition, the simple spikes did not always
modulate out of phase with the complex spikes. Moreover,
no sagittal plane organization of complex-spike-preferred
directions to translation was found. Their failure to find any
sign of the zonal organization of the climbing fiber input to
the nodulus–uvula remains as of yet unexplained.
The corticonuclear and corticovestibular projections of the
nodulus–uvula have been repeatedly studied in cats, monkeys,
and rats [101, 137–142]. These lobules were found to be
connected with the caudal fastigial and juxta-ventricular
posterior interposed nuclei. The latter projection may very
well correspond to Langer’s basal interstitial nucleus [143]
that consists of small cells in between and ventral to the
interposed nuclei in the roof of the fourth ventricle. In rats
and prosimians, the projection of the uvula to the fastigial
nucleus may include its caudal visual portion [140, 142].
Moreover, projection from the uvula to the ventral posterior
interposed and dentate nuclei was described in these species.
In the vestibular nuclei, the nodulus innervates the periphery
of the superior vestibular nucleus, the rostral parvocellular,
and the caudal medial vestibular nucleus and adjacent parts
of the spinal vestibular nucleus. The projections of the uvula
are restricted to the dorsal superior vestibular and caudal
medial vestibular nuclei. These vestibular projections are
largely complementary to those of the flocculus.
The zonal origin of these projections was studied by
Wylie et al. [144] in the rabbit nodulus, using intracellular
labeling of individual Purkinje cells in zones identified with
optokinetic stimulation (Fig. 9f). Their zonal pattern is
similar to that found by Katayama and Nisimaru [130]
(Fig. 9c). No responses to optokinetic stimulation were
found in the medial NR zone. Purkinje cells in this region
would be expected to receive vestibular, rather than
402 Cerebellum (2012) 11:392–410optokinetic innervations, relayed by the group beta.
Purkinje cells in this zone share projections to the basal
interstitial nucleus and the medial vestibular nucleus with
the other zones but, in addition, project to the fastigial
nucleus. Projections to the medial vestibular nucleus most
often target its caudal part. The VA1 and VA2 zones
respond to optokinetic stimulation around a vertical axis,
relayed by the dorsal cap. Their projections include the
rostral parvocellular division of the medial vestibular
nucleus and, in the case of the VA2 zone, the group Y.
Purkinje cells in the intermediate HA zone respond to
optokinetic stimulation around an oblique horizontal axis,
relayed by the VLO. Its projections include the group Yand
the superior and the caudal medial vestibular nuclei.
Access to the oculomotor system may be available for
the nodulus through oculomotor relay cells in dorsal
superior vestibular nucleus and the group Y and in the
medial vestibular nucleus for rotations of the eye in the
plane of the anterior and horizontal semicircular canal,
respectively. Projections of the uvula may include the visual
areas of the fastigial nucleus, the caudal posterior inter-
posed nucleus, and the ventral dentate. Connections with
oculomotor relay cells are presumably limited to the dorsal
superior vestibular nucleus. Synaptic connections of these
lobules with oculomotor relay cells have not been experi-
mentally verified.
What are the functions of the uvula–nodulus in eye
movements? Changes in open-loop gain of the VOR [145]
and impairment of sustained downward pursuit in monkeys
[146], probably, are dependent on the connections of the
dorsal uvula with visual subdivisions of the posterior
interposed and dentate nuclei. Solomon and Cohen [147]
found stimulation of the nodulus and the ventral uvula in
monkeys to discharge velocity storage in the VOR. They
postulated that these lobules control the time constant of the
yaw-axis component of slow-phase eye velocity produced
by velocity storage. Barmack [114] emphasized the role of
the nodulus and the ventral uvula in postural orientation in
space, alluding to the changes in coding of postrotatory
nystagmus from a gravitoinertial coordinate system into an
orbital coordinate system following ablation of these
lobules. Similar experiments in squirrel monkeys abolished
slow-phase vertical OKN and OKAN eye velocity during
roll [148]. It is not yet possible to explain these functions
on the basis of the efferent circuitry of these lobules.
Functional Imaging of Eye Movement Activities
in the Human Cerebellum
Over the past decade, various studies have employed
functional imaging with the use of positron emission
tomography (PET) and/or functional magnetic resonance
imaging (fMRI) to reveal the cerebellar structures involved
in eye movement control. These studies were aimed at
detecting responses during all types of eye movements
mentioned above including compensatory eye movements,
saccadic eye movements, and smooth pursuit.
Areas Associated with the Optokinetic Reflex
Whereas natural vestibular stimulation is, apart from caloric
stimulation [149], technically difficult to apply under the
fMRI, optokinetic stimuli can be readily provided. The
group of Dieterich and colleagues was among the first to
report on cerebellar activation in human subjects during
horizontal OKR using fMRI [150]. They observed bilateral
activities in Crus I and II, lobules HV and HVI in the
hemispheres, lobules V and IX in the vermis, the middle
cerebellar peduncle, and the dentate nucleus, and later in
another study also in the floccular lobe [151]. Unfortunately,
they could not distinguish vertical from horizontal
activation patterns in subtraction analyses following
optokinetic stimulation in different directions. Similar
activations were found by Bense [152], who also
observed activation of the oculomotor vermis (VI–VIII).
These studies might have been partially confounded by the
possibility that the traditional black and white stripes used
for optokinetic stimulation may also target the SP system
[153–155]. Yet the use of limited lifetime dots for pure
optokinetic stimulation may provide an underestimation of
the areas involved because such stimulation has only
yielded activity in lobule VI of the oculomotor vermis
[154, 155], even though it is known from electrophysio-
logical studies in both lower and higher mammals that
areas such as the floccular lobe must be activated as well
[10, 37, 41, 156].
Areas Associated with Saccadic Eye Movements
PET studies have indicated that areas in the cerebellar
vermis can be activated in humans during both reflexive
and voluntary saccadic eye movements [157, 158]. Using
fMRI, Hayawaka et al. [159] reported bilateral activation
related to visually guided saccades in the cerebellar vermis
(VIIA) and hemispheres (Crus I and II, lobule HVI), which
is consistent with neurophysiological data obtained in
primates [160] while Honda et al. [161] showed bilateral
activations in the dorsocaudal part of the vermis and
superior semilunar lobule (Crus I) in the hemispheres
following auditory-paced voluntary saccades. Dieterich et
al. [150] reported activation in the quadrangular lobule (HV
and VI), the superior semilunar lobule (Crus I) and inferior
semilunar lobule (Crus II), and in the vermal lobules Vand
Cerebellum (2012) 11:392–410 403IX, with a small portion of lobule VIII during self-paced
voluntary horizontal saccades. They suggested that the
hemispherical signal changes were attributed to attention
and timing, whereas the areas identified in the vermal
structures were ascribed to ocular motor control. Similarly,
Stephan et al. [162] reported activations in the cerebellar
lobules HVI, Crus I and II, lobule HVIII, and the tonsil of
the cerebellar hemispheres as well as in the oculomotor
vermis, including lobules IX, VIIA and B, and VI, during
visually guided horizontal saccades. Nitschke et al. [163]
explored the role of the human cerebellum in the
performance of saccadic eye movements with different
cognitive demands. They investigated the functional sig-
nificance of the postulated cerebro-cerebellar connections
by looking for saccade-specific activation in the vermis and
for memory-related activation of the hemisphere, which is
connected with the parieto-prefrontal networks that sub-
serve spatial working memory. They found activation of the
cerebellar hemispheres (HVI, Crus I, HVIIB, HVIII) during
sequences of memory-guided saccades in the visuospatial
working memory task. This task included cueing of
visuospatial attention, voluntary suppression of visual
reflexive saccades, and use of visuospatial working mem-
ory. They interpreted the hemispheric activation as infor-
mation processing involved in the initiation of saccades.
Cerebellar activation related to the adaptation of sac-
cades [58, 164] was first studied by Desmurget et al. [165]
using PET. They found activation in the oculomotor
cerebellar vermis (lobules VI and VII) with an ipsilateral
preponderance on the side to which the saccadic displace-
ment was adapted. To separate the motor adaptation from
the processes related to the visual error, Van Broekhoven et
al. [166] employed a paradigm with a random intrasaccadic
target step. Random intrasaccadic target steps do induce a
postsaccadic visual error, but they do not lead to a gradual
change in saccadic amplitudes. Both saccades towards
random targets and saccades towards stationary targets did
induce bilateral activation in vermal lobules VI and VII as
well as lobule HVI. When the two conditions (random
errors and no errors) were compared directly, random errors
induced specific activation bilaterally in vermal lobules
VIIA and VIII, lobules HVIII, HIX, and HX, and the tonsil
and flocculus and in the left lobule HVIIB. The activity in
these lobules may therefore represent the visual error
signals used for the maintenance of saccadic accuracy.
Behavioral studies in humans suggest that the adaptation
of reflexive saccades does not influence that of voluntary
saccades or vice versa [167–169]. However, Schraa-Tam et
al. did not find a significant difference in fMRI activation
of the various cerebellar regions (lobules VI and VII and
HVI) during the two types of saccadic adaptation [170].
These data suggest that the amplitudes for the two types of
saccades are controlled by different sets of neurons within
the same cerebellar regions and/or by different networks of
other brain regions such as the cerebral cortex.
Areas Associated with Smooth Pursuit
Tanabe et al. [171] provided the first evidence using fMRI
that the cerebellum plays a significant role in SP. Specific
neurons that discharge for pursuit are primarily found in the
flocculus, vermis, and hemispheres [172, 173]. Interestingly,
they observed that activation in the hemispheres, but not in
the vermis, decreased over time during the SP task. Possibly,
this decrease reflects a change in attention because activation
in the cerebellar hemispheres is more sensitive to attention-
dependent repetition [150].
During SP, a moving target has to be followed against a
stationary background. Yet, it can be argued that fixating a
stationary target is similar in that the target also has to be
stabilized on the retina. The main difference is the active
eye movement component during SP. Schraa-Tam et al.
[174] compared brain activation evoked by SP and fixation.
To overcome difference in retinal stimulation, the fixation
target was stationary against a moving background,
whereas for SP, the stimulus was a single target moving
against a stationary background. During SP, activations
were found in lobules HVI and Crus I and centrally in
vermal VI, whereas no significant activation was found
during the fixation task. These data raise the possibility that
the cerebellar activation during SP is induced by the active
eye movement component.
The question of up to what extent the network
underlying SP differs from that underlying OKR has been
studied by Konen et al. [175] and Schraa-Tam et al. [154,
155]. Konen et al. found bilateral activation in lobules IV–
V and the left Crus I and II when SP was compared with
rest. However, when predictable SP was compared with
OKR, they only found bilateral activation of lobules IV–V.
In contrast, Schraa-Tam et al. [155] found bilateral
activation in vermal lobule VI and the Crus I area for the
SP task and only in the right lobule VI area for the OKR
task; in a direct comparison, lobule VI showed stronger
activation during SP than OKR. This stronger activation
may be explained by the fact that SP is under voluntary
control, which requires constant recalibration and updating
of the position of the moving objects.
Synopsis and Future Directions
There are at least four cerebellar regions in primates that are
concerned with eye movements; these include the floccular
lobe, oculomotor vermis, ansiform lobule, and dorsal paraf-
locculus (Table 1). The floccular lobe is concerned with
404 Cerebellum (2012) 11:392–410adaptation of the VOR and probably also that of the OKR,
SP, and related head movements; the oculomotor vermis
controls the adaptation of saccades and probably also that of
SP; the ansiform lobule may subserve mainly SP control;
and the dorsal paraflocculus may contribute to both SP and
visually guided movements of extraocular body parts [42,
97, 98, 107, 176–178]. As also holds true for nonvisuomotor
regions of the cerebellum [101, 107], the climbing fiber
inputs to the four visuomotor regions of the cerebellar cortex
align well with the specific outputs of the Purkinje cell zones
of these regions (compare climbing fiber inputs with
efferents in Table 1 and Fig. 7). In general, the target
nuclei of the nonvisuomotor Purkinje cell zones receive a
collateral input from the climbing fibers that innervate
these zones, and the nucleo-olivary pathways that connect
these nuclei with the subdivisions of the inferior olive are
reciprocal [100, 107]. However, for the visuomotor parts
of the floccular lobe, this direct reciprocity probably only
holds true for some of the loops involved in vertical eye
movement control [10]. The mossy fiber projections to the
different visuomotor areas of the cerebellum share some of
their sources but mostly differ (Table 1). Subpopulations
of the nuclei that provide these mossy fibers may have a
more restricted distribution, and the precise topographical
relations between the different mossy fiber afferents in
primates remain to be further investigated. The observa-
tions of Barmack [132, 133] on the modulation of simple
spikes by the climbing fibers and the role of the
interneurons therein have important implications for our
understanding of cerebellar cortical circuitry. For the
nodulus–uvula, the consequences of these observations
for the control of eye movements and the role of the
transformation by the Purkinje cells of semicircular canal
and otolith input into a signal encoding inertial motion, as
shown by Yakhusheva and Angelaki [127, 136], should be
further explored.
Our account of the cerebellar connections underlying
visuomotor control outlined above may have some impli-
cations for the current ideas on oculomotor control in
general. For example, the current concepts of Ilg and Thier
[176] and Lisberger [156, 179] distinguish parallel descend-
ing pathways from the FEF and postrolandic visual areas
that would converge in the dorsal pontine nuclei and/or the
visuomotor cerebellum, and they imply that the
corresponding converged mossy fiber inputs terminate in
the floccular lobe so as to integrate control of pursuit
behavior with that of other oculomotor reflexes. However,
the recipients of postrolandic visual areas, the dorsolateral
pontine nuclei, do not project to the floccular lobe [24, 25],
whereas the FEF do provide input to the flocculus via the
NRTP [83, 84]. Thus, as far as we can deduce from the
current insights reviewed here, the floccular lobe does not
provide an optimal downstream locus for integrating SP
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Cerebellum (2012) 11:392–410 405processing with postrolandic visual processing. In this
regard, it may be worthwhile to further explore the SP-
related inputs to the dorsal paraflocculus in primates
because this part of the visuomotor cerebellum does receive
input from the part of the dorsolateral pontine nuclei that is
innervated by the postrolandic visual areas [23, 24].
Alternatively, one could investigate the integration of SP
processing in the floccular lobe with that in the oculomotor
vermis, either at the level of the cerebellar and vestibular
nuclei and/or even further downstream in the feedback
pathways to the cerebral cortex. After all, SP-related
functional imaging activities in the oculomotor vermis
(lobules IV–VI) often occur concomitantly with those in
the flocculus and visual cerebral cortical areas [151, 152,
171].
Although the sensitivity of functional imaging studies
of the cerebellum during eye movements may be limited,
the positive results obtained with them largely do
correspond with the experimental data [151, 152, 154,
155, 171] ,a n dt h e yd oi nf a c tg i v ei m p e t u st on e wl i n e so f
physiological studies on various occasions. For example,
the observations obtained with random dot patterns with
limited lifetime activation suggest further exploration of
the role of vermal lobule VI in OKR control [154]; the
activations of Crus I during both reflexive and voluntary
saccades suggest further exploration of the role of this
region in integrating cerebellar visuomotor functions with
complementary nonvisual explorative processing [170],
and the prominent activation of vermal lobule VIII and
lobule HVIII following random saccadic adaptation
promises interesting new findings for electrophysiological
experiments on error-related saccadic signaling in these
regions [166]. Taken together, the anatomical, physiolog-
ical, and functional imaging data on the visuomotor
cerebellum reviewed here should encourage us to study
cerebellar function not only in a multidisciplinary ap-
proach but also in a multiregional approach trying to
integrate the contributions of different parts of the
cerebellum to a single behavioral task.
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